The paper develops a framework that is based on the idea that modal logic provides an appropriate framework for the speci cation of data ow analysis (DFA) algorithms as soon as programs are represented as models of the logic. This can be exploited to construct a DFA-generator that generates e cient implementations of DFA-algorithms from modal speci cations by partially evaluating a speci c model checker with respect to the specifying modal formula. Moreover, the use of a modal logic as speci cation language for DFAalgorithms supports the compositional development of speci cations and structured proofs of properties of DFA-algorithms. { The framework is illustrated by means of a real life example: the problem of determining optimal computation points within ow graphs.
Introduction
Data ow analysis (DFA) is concerned with the automatic identi cation of program points enjoying speci c properties, like for example, liveness of variables or equivalence of program terms. Typically, data ow analysis algorithms are constructed for a given program property of interest and therefore have the following functionality:
DFA-algorithm for a property : programs ! program points enjoying the property Model checking is concerned with the automatic identi cation of those states of a nite system satisfying a speci c modal (or temporal) formula that expresses, for example, properties like deadlock, divergence or liveness. Typically, model checkers are parameterized on the formula of interest and therefore have the following functionality: model checker : modal formulas model ! states satisfying the argument formula
Identifying programs with models, program points with states and program properties with modal formulas, model checkers can be seen as DFA algorithms that have the program property of interest as a parameter.
In this paper, we exploit this observation in order to develop an algorithm that automatically generates e cient implementations of DFA-algorithms from speci cations written in a modal logic. In essence, this DFA-generator works by partially evaluating an appropriate model checker with respect to its modal formula parameter; the result is a standard iterative DFA-algorithm (cf. Kil]), which directly runs on the machine the model checker is implemented on. For simplicity, we will refer to these implementations just as DFA-algorithms.
Our framework covers the standard bit-vector DFA algorithms 1 in an e cient manner: it allows concise high level speci cations, and the generated algorithms are guaranteed to be linear in the size of the program being analysed. Moreover it supports the speci cation of and reasoning about DFA-algorithms. Both can be done structurally by reasoning within the modal logic serving as speci cation language.
The framework is illustrated by means of an example of practical relevance: an improved version of Morel/Renvoise's algorithm for eliminating partial redundancies MR]. The algorithm generated here from a one line speci cation 2 is as e cient as the standard uni-directional algorithms, because the decomposition of the usual bi-directional structure into a hierarchy of uni-directional analyses guarantees the e ciency of the well-known bit-vector techniques. Moreover, the results of the generated algorithm are provably optimal. To our knowledge, the only comparable optimality results that have been proved before are the ones in SKR1, SKR2] , which concern more complex placement algorithms, and the one presented in KRS], which is based on the results of this paper.
Summary of Technical Results
Section 2 presents the program representation, which consists of transition systems, where transitions and states are labelled. This representation is very close to the standard models for modal logics Sti1] , and it allows a simple adaptation of the program representations used in DFA. For example, nondeterministic ow graphs, a standard program representation in DFA, can be easily transformed into this format.
Section 3 develops two speci cation languages: a low level speci cation language with a general xpoint operator, and a high level speci cation language, where the general xpoint operator is replaced by intuitively easy to understand derived operators. The section closes with logical characterizations of structural constraints of certain program models.
Section 4 deals with a \real life" example. A bidirectional DFA-algorithm determining the optimal placement of computations within programs is speci ed and its correctness and optimality are established. The development in this section is dramatically simpli ed by the assumption that the argument programs are transformed into a speci c format (transparent placement models). This demonstrates the power of combining simple program transformations with general purpose analysis methods.
Section 5 provides a correct and complete model checker, which is linear in the size of the program model being investigated 3 . Our DFA-generator works by partially evaluating this model checker with respect to the modal formula used to specify the DFA-property of interest. This partial evaluation process is illustrated by generating a DFA-algorithm from the speci cation developed in Section 4.
Finally, Section 6 contains conclusions and directions for future work.
Related Work
Already in the seventies a DFA-generator has been developed, which essentially works on syntax trees and generates DFA-algorithms from speci cations given as computation functions for attribute values Wil1, Wil2] . Thus its speci cations explicitly describe the way in which the program properties of interest are determined. To our knowledge, this principle has been maintained in all later developments (eg. Gie, Nie2, LPRS, SFRW, Ven, WhSo] the details about the corresponding analysis algorithm are hidden in the model checker our approach is based upon. This yields concise high level speci cations, simpli es the speci cation development and supports the reasoning about features, such as correctness and optimality, of the corresponding DFA-algorithms.
Models for Programs
We model programs as transition systems, whose states and transitions are labelled with sets of atomic propositions and actions, respectively. Intuitively, atomic propositions describe properties of states, while actions describe (properties of) statements. As usual, the control ow is modelled by the graph structure of the transition system. We will denote this set of actions by Act.
3. ! S Act S is a set of labelled transitions, which de ne the control ow of P. 4. B is a set of atomic propositions. 5. is a function : S !2 B that labels states with subsets of B .
We will write p A ?!q instead of (p; A; q) 2 !, and given Act, we will call p an -predecessor of q and q an -successor of p if A 2 . The set of all -predecessors and -successors will be abbreviated by Pred and Succ , respectively 4 .
Essentially, a program model is a combination of a standard labelled transition system and a Kripke structure, which allows us to speak about state and statement properties explicitly and separately without using any complicated encodings. New is only the set structure of the actions. This is necessary, because we want to deal with abstract interpretations, which treat concrete statements as sets of properties (cf. CC]). However, one should abstract from the internal structure of actions, where it is unimportant, like e.g. in Section 3.1 and most of Section 3.2. We will transform nondeterministic ow graphs into DFA-models. Nondeterministic ow graphs are directed graphs whose nodes represent statements (as usual, we will concentrate on assignments here) and whose edges represent the ow of control. 5 As mentioned above, we can additionally assume that they possess unique start and end nodes. There are two straightforward ways to transform ow graphs into DFA-models. First, by pushing the statements from the nodes into the outgoing edges. In this case, we arrive at a precondition model, because here the nodes will represent preconditions to the statements that have been originally associated with the nodes. Second, and dually, by pushing the statements upwards into the ingoing edges. Here one arrives at a postcondition model. 6 In the discussion of our example we will deal with precondition models. In general, the appropriate choice of model depends on the particular application.
In order to establish the setup for our \real life" example (see Section 4), let V and T be sets of program variables and program terms, respectively, and A c be the set of all assignments of the form v := t, where v 2 V and t 2 T. Furthermore, let B= df fstart; endg be a set of We will refer to such DFA-models as concrete DFA-models. However, the DFA-models we want to deal with, and which allow an automatic analysis, arise as abstractions from concrete DFA-models. A typical abstraction is given by choosing A a = fmod(t) j t 2 Tg fuse(t) j t 2 Tg Transitions labelled with mod(t) or use(t) represent statements that modify or use the term t.
Our illustrating example will work with this abstraction, which is tailored to address problems dealing with invariance and usage of program terms, and in particular, program variables. In fact, many DFA-problems can be dealt with by means of this abstraction or slight extensions. However, in general, the appropriate abstract interpretation of the statements must be chosen problem dependently.
The Speci cation Languages
We present two speci cation languages, a low level language, which is primary, and a derived high level language. Whereas the low level language is the basis for our iterative model checker and used to formally de ne the semantics of formulas, the high level language is easier to understand and should be used for speci cation.
The essence of the paper can be understood on the basis of the informal presentation of the high level speci cation language. Thus the reader might skip Section 3.1 containing the formal background.
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It is also possible to elaborate on these models, e.g. by adding conditions. However, in practice, this is hardly done, because most of the data ow problems become undecidable in the presence of deterministic choice. 
Low Level Speci cations
Our low-level speci cation language is essentially a sublanguage of the modal mu-calculus Koz], which is characterized by a restricted use of xpoint constructions. The syntax of our low level speci cation language is parameterized by denumerable sets Var, B and Act of propositional variables, atomic propositions and actions, respectively, where X ranges over Var, over B and over subsets of Act: ::= tt j X j ^ j : j j ] j ] j X: The semantics of formulas is de ned with respect to a program model P and an environment e mapping variables to subsets of S according to the following intuition: every program state satis es the formula tt, while a program state satis es a variable X if it lies in e(X), and it satis es 1^ 2 if it satis es both 1 and 2 . Moreover, a program state satis es : if it does not satisfy , it satis es if it is labelled by a set containing and it satis es ] if every of its -successors satis es . Note that this implies that a program state p satis es ] exactly when p has no -successors. Analogously, a program state p satis es ] if every -predecessor satis es . Thus in analogy, a program state p satis es ] exactly when p has no -predecessors. The formula X: is a recursive formula and should be thought of as the \largest" solution to the \equation" X = .
As usual, there is a syntactic restriction on expressions of the form X: , which ensures the monotonicity of the xpoint operator: X is required to appear within the range of an even number of negations in . Since P is also nite-state, X: is equivalent to the in nite conjunction V 1 i=0 i , where
and the substitution ?=X] is de ned in the standard way.
All this is completely standard, except for the meaning of modalities, which is de ned for sets of actions here, rather than just for single actions. This is a convenient generalization, which simpli es the representation of certain properties enormously (cf. BS]).
The formal semantic de nition of the logic is given in Figure 1 . It maps closed formulas to sets of program states | intuitively, the program states for which the formula is \true". Note that the semantics of X: is based on Tarski's xpoint theorem Tar]: its meaning is de ned as the greatest xpoint of a continuous function over the powerset of the set of states. The continuity of this function follows from the syntactic restriction mentioned above, which deals with the problems of negations, and the continuity of the semantic interpretations of the other propositional constructors. 
High Level Speci cations
The recursive proposition constructors add a tremendous amount of expressive power to the logic (cf. EL, Ste1]). For example, they allow the description of invariance (or safety) and eventuality (or liveness) properties. However, general xpoint formulas are in general unintuitive and di cult to understand. Therefore, we will consider the intuitively easy to understand derived \Henceforth" and \Weak Until" (or \Unless") operators of the temporal logic CTL ( Figure 2 , which sketches the essence of these de nitions on a computation DAG. Note that U does not require to hold eventually. AG is simply an abbreviation for U ff.
Our high level speci cation language, which will be denoted by L, arises from the low level speci cation language by replacing the general xpoint operator with the operators established above. This language is quite expressive and it allows concise speci cations of the standard bit-vector algorithms. In addition to this, our speci cation language is expressive enough to cover structural properties of program models as well. This allows us to prove properties of DFA-algorithms within our logical framework, even if these properties depend on structural restrictions of the program models under consideration. For example, the three structural restrictions for DFA-models given in De nition 2.2 can be logically expressed as follows.
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The point of this condition is to avoid the possibility of alternated nesting EL]. Of course, there are weaker conditions to guarantee this, but they are unnecessarily complicated for our purpose.
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In Ste1] more complex operators have been introduced. In this exposition, I will concentrate on a speci c format of program models, which can easily be obtained by transformation (see Section 4.1), and simpli es the speci cation of the data ow analysis algorithms enormously. Whereas part (1) is obvious, parts (2) and (3) express the corresponding properties of a DFAmodel indirectly: part (3) says: \for every state of the model it is not the case that all the path never reach the end state", which is equivalent to: \from every state there exists a path reaching the end state". Part (2) is expressed analogously.
Also a property of precondition models, which is important for the proof of the Correctness Theorem 4.5 and the Optimality Theorem 4.7, can be stated within our speci cation language. Here we need the set complement operator \ c ", which will also be used in the sequel.
Proposition 3.2 (Precondition Models)
A precondition model universally satis es for every Act: h itt ) c ] .
Intuitively, this property means that all the transitions of a state (program point) in a precondition model are labelled identically. This property is valid in precondition models, because there, the labels of all the transitions leaving a speci c state are derived from the same statement.
Example: Optimal Placement of Computations
Given a xed term t, an algorithm for the placement of computations proceeds along the following lines:
it initializes a distinct auxiliary variable (or a register) h at some program points with the value of t, and replaces all original computation of t by h.
Thus a placement algorithm is fully speci ed by means of the sets of initialization points, its \placements". In this section, we are going to show, how a \computationally optimal" placement can be computed. Intuitively, a \correct" placement is computationally optimal, if there does not exist a di erent\correct" placement, which may lead to fewer computations of t at run time.
As usual, our notion of correctness is de ned by requiring that the auxiliary variable contains the required value at each of its usages, and that the initializations of the auxiliary variable do not introduce any new values on any paths. Whereas the need for the rst requirement is immediately ..... In this section, we will develop a speci cation of a DFA-algorithm that determines optimal computation points for a given term t within a DFA-model ( ow graph). During this development we will x t, which simpli es the notation, because we can drop t from the argument list of the predicates.
Transparent Placement Models
It is well-known that in completely arbitrary graph structures the placement process may deliver unsatisfactory results, because speci c patterns may cause that the code motion process gets blocked: (for details see e.g. (cf. RWZ, SKR1] ). This problem can be solved by means of the following transformation: insert an arti cial state into each original transition that ends at a state with more than one predecessor, whose (unique) ingoing transition maintains the label of the splitted original transition and whose (unique) outgoing transition is labelled with the empty statement \skip" (cf. Dha, SKR1, SKR2] 9 ). In fact, this transformation preserves the central property of precondition models in the following sense: the result after this transformation is the same as if the transition splitting would have been done for the original ow graph by inserting \skip nodes", and subsequently constructing the precondition model for this transformed ow graph.
For DFA-models, the essence of this transformation can be characterized logically as follows:
Characterization of Placement Models
A placement model is characterized by universally satisfying the following three properties: Intuitively the rst property means that there are two classes of states in a placement model: the ones that are \similar" to (have exactly the same properties as) all their brothers, as it is illustrated in Figure 3 (A) , and the ones whose predecessors are all \similar", as it is illustrated in Figure 3 (B).
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In Dha] this is done implicitly by placing the computations in the edges of the ow graph under consideration. The second property is the \forward" analogue of the rst property, and the third property guarantees that all the transitions that lead to the same state have identical labels. In fact, it is possible to obtain an optimal placement algorithm, as soon as we restrict ourselves to precondition models with this property (cf. Optimality Theorem 4.7). From the speci cation point of view these models are particularly interesting, because they are transparent in the following sense: they allow to control the transition properties by means of state properties, which simpli es our speci cation framework enormously 10 . This control is due to the fact that the label of the last and the next transition are determined by the current state. Figure 4 illustrates the essence of the following corollary, which implicitly formalizes the notion of transparency.
Corollary 4.1 (Transparency)
A precondition placement model universally satis es for every Act:
The corollary is simply the conjunction of Proposition 3.2 and the third characterizing property for placement models.
Correctness and Optimality of a Placement
In this section we are going to prepare the proof of our claim that the placement of computations speci ed in this paper is optimal, i.e. better than every other placement which is guaranteed to be correct. In order to establish this result within our logical framework, we need to formalize in the logic what it means to be \correct" and \better". The following conventions, which are justi ed by Corollary 4.1, support a concise formalization:
Conventions: p j = h itt is abbreviated by p j = p j = h itt is abbreviated by p j = Moreover, we de ne the following four atomic state properties, which describe a transition potential. M, whose meaning is de ned by p j = M if and only if p has an outgoing transition being labelled by a member of f A j mod 2 A g, and U, whose meaning is de ned by p j = U if and only if p has an outgoing transition being labelled by a member of f A j use 2 A g, 11 together
with their backward counterparts M and U, which are de ned analogously with respect to 10
In Ste1] much more complicated speci cations needed to be introduced in order to deal with slightly more general models.
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Remember that all the transitions of a state in a transparent program model are labelled identically. the ingoing transitions of p. 12 { The reasoning about our algorithm also requires to consider arbitrary sets of states as atomic propositions. However, these propositions are not part of our speci cation language.
Correctness
A correct placement of the computations of a term t is a set S of states, which guarantees that the program transformation, which initializes a distinct auxiliary variable (or a register) h at every state of S, and subsequently replaces all original computations of t by h does not e ect the semantics of the argument program. In particular, a correct placement of the computations of t must guarantee that the auxiliary variable contains the required value at each of its usages, and that the introduction of the computations of t at S does not introduce any new values on any paths. Whereas the need for the rst requirement, the de nedness, is immediately clear, the second requirement, the safety, is necessary, because the introduction of new computations may lead to new run-time errors (s.o.).
De nedness is logically expressed by requiring that each backward path from a state satisfying U will not meet the start state or a modifying transition before a member of S is definedness (S) = df U ) (:(M _start)) U S More intuitively, this property could be read as follows: on each path to a usage of t there is a member of S (a computation point) after which the value of t is guaranteed to be preserved.
The de nition of safety follows a similar pattern:
De nition 4.3 A subset set S S (again viewed as a set of computation points) is safe if the following predicate holds of all states:
This formalization is based on the observation that for a given computation point, safety is equivalent to the requirement that the computations must either occur on each path ending at this point 15 , or they must occur on each path starting in it and ending in the end state, meaning that the computation of t is necessary at this point. This equivalence is due to the fact that there are now \mixed" situations, because every path reaching a certain program point can be continued by every path leaving this point.
Given two arbitrary subsets S and S 0 of S, we consider S 0 as being better than S if on every path through the program model the number of occurrences of states of S is as least as large as the number of occurrences of states of S 0 . This re ects the intuition that a set of computation points is better than another one if it causes less computations during the program execution. The following logical formulation is more restrictive, because it additionally requires that the members of the better set of computation points must also occur earlier. This slightly stronger requirement will be satis ed by the placement speci ed in the next section.
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Note that these atomic propositions are de ned with respect to the initially chosen term t.
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This pattern is typical for speci cations in our framework. 14 Remember the de nition of M , which simply says that the transitions entering the currently considered state are labelled by a member of M , i.e. they modify t.
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This means that the computation of t is redundant at this point. 
The Speci cation of an Optimal Placement
In our framework, DFA-algorithms are speci ed by means of the program property they are checking for. Thus the DFA-algorithm to determine the optimal placement of computations is speci ed by means of the speci cation of the optimal computation points. These can be characterized in two steps.
As mentioned in the previous section the placement must be safe. This property is satis ed, if all the inserted computations are necessary, i.e. satisfy the second disjunct in the de nition of safety:
Guaranteeing Safety NEC = df (:(M _ end)) U U
The de nedness will be guaranteed by the requirement that computations should be placed as \early" as possible. Note that a computation can only be moved upwards, if it can be moved upwards along every ingoing transition. Thus earliestness means intuitively that such a movement is not possible without violating correctness. In particular, the start state is earliest, because there it is not possible to move the computation up at all.
Earliestness EAR = df start _ : ( : ]((:(M _start)) U (NEC^:M) ) Figure 5 illustrates the negation of earliestness: on each path to the currently considered state there exists an \earlier" state, which could safely be used for the initialization of the auxiliary variable. Technically this is expressed by these \earlier" states satisfying NEC, and the connecting paths being modi cation-free.
The combination of necessity and earliestness yields the desired speci cation:
The Computation Points OCP = df EAR^NEC As will be established in the next subsection, OCP is already the complete speci cation of the DFA-algorithm that determines the optimal computation points (for t). It is easy to see that ( ) holds of a program model if and only if it holds of the corresponding computation DAG, which is de ned as follows:
De nition Given a DFA-model, its corresponding computation DAG arises from transforming each backward edge, i.e. an edges leading to a preceding node, into a forward edge by copying its destination.
Thus, given an arbitrary program model, we can prove ( ) by induction on the depth within the corresponding computation DAG. where the third implication follows by induction, the fourth is a rearrangement of the formalization that guarantees the absence of intermediate modi cations 16 , the fth is a consequence of the logical equivalence between U ( U ) and U , and all the other implications are straightforward.
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Finally, let us turn to establishing the optimality of the placement. This requires some preparation:
Lemma 4.6 The following holds universally in every precondition placement model: _U) and therefore, by a simple inductive extension, the rst part of the proof. The proof of the second part is similar.
For the proof of the third part, we rst observe that the necessity requirement for the members of S I reduces our goal to the statement that every p 2 S I with p j = :U satis es:
because it is not possible to reach the end state, before meeting a state satisfying U . This means that every path between p and another member q of S I has at least one U-occurrence. Thus let be such a path. Then we can assume without loss of generality that On the other hand, q 2 S I yields q j = EAR. Thus applying part (2) of this lemma, we obtain that q must satisfy M. Now (b) implies that the predecessor of q in satis es U, and therefore the existence of the required U-occurrence in .
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After this preparation, we are able to prove our optimality result:
Theorem 4.7 (Optimality)
The placement of computations speci ed by OCP is better than every other correct placement.
Proof: Let S 2 S be an arbitrary correct placement of computations. Then we must show ( ) (S I^S c ) ) : ] ( (:(S I _ end)) U S)
As a rst step we show that this goal is implied by: . Obviously, is a path from a state satisfying M _ start to a state satisfying U, and therefore because of the de nedness property for S possesses a component r i with r i j = S. Thus it remains to show that i m + 1. This, however, is a consequence of the fact that 8i 2 f1; mg: r i = q i j = :NEC excludes the validity of the safety property for i 2 f1; mg: whereas the rst disjunct in the de nition of safety is explicitly excluded, the second disjunct can also not be valid, because it would require 9i 2 f1; mg: r i j = U which, in conjunction with the fact that U implies NEC, would lead to a contradiction. 2 5 DFA-Generation
The Principle
The principle of the DFA-generator proposed here is partial evaluation of an appropriate model checker with respect to the modal formula that serves as the speci cation of the DFA-algorithm. It iteratively determines the set of all states of the program model under consideration that satisfy the argument formula. This is done by computing a hierarchy of greatest and least xpoints over a node labelling consisting of bit-vectors that represent approximate truth values of certain (low level) modal formulas. Altogether our model checker, whose kernel consists of the model checking algorithm presented in CS2], has four parts:
The Model Checker 1. Translate the high level speci cation into the equational representation which is required for the model checker of CS2] in three steps (see Figure 7 for illustration): translation into a low level speci cation: this can be done in a straightforward manner (cf. CS1]). translation into positive normal form, i.e. into a formula with distinct variable naming, where only atomic propositions are negated: this can be done by some -conversions and some applications of de Morgan-like laws (cf. CKS]). translation into a system of greatest and least xpoint equations: this is described in some detail in CKS]. We will not go into formal detail here, because this translation step is not important for this paper. In fact, the graph representation of the specifying formula in the following section is the same for the low level representation and the equational representation. 2. Construct a (higher order) function from the low level formula that associates every program state of every potential program model with its corresponding predicate transformer, i.e. with a function that computes the next approximate bit-vector labelling for a given program state from the current approximate solutions (bit-vector values) of its predecessors and successors. The resulting predicate transformers operate on bit-vectors having one component corresponding to each subformula that appears as an operand of a modality. We will refer to these subformulas as critical subformulas. Given a program point p and a critical subformula the predicate transformers update the corresponding bitvector component with the truth value of the formula that arises from by replacing all subformulas having a modality as the top most operator by their truth value under the current approximation (see Figure 8 for illustration). This step is part of the model checker presented in CS2], where it is regarded as an implementation detail. In practice, however, it is an important optimization, which drastically improves the run-time behaviour of the resulting DFA-algorithm. 3. Hierarchically compute the required xpoints over the bit-vector labelling of the program model under consideration with respect to the predicate transformers that have been generated by the algorithm of the second step. Here we only describe the computation for a greatest xpoint. This is su cient, because the general case can be obtained straightforwardly along the lines of CS2]:
The handling of least xpoints is completely dual. The analysis of a system of nested least and greatest xpoints must be done in a hierarchical fashion according to the innermost evaluation strategy. Greatest xpoints can be computed by means of a standard work list algorithm 18 which proceeds in two steps: (a) Initialize the bit-vectors of all program states to tt. Note that the usual frame conditions are implicit in the atomic propositions the states are labelled with, e.g. start and end (see Section 4). (b) Process the elements of the work list by applying their corresponding predicate transformer, until the greatest xpoint is reached.
18
A work list is a mean to obtain a fair and therefore terminating computation. For details in this application, see CS1, CS2, CKS].
4. Finally, for each state the value of the complete specifying formula s is determined using the xpoint values computed in the third step. We will write p` s if this yields tt for p.
This model checker is quite general: it can easily be extended to larger high level languages just by extending the rst step. In particular, an extension covering CTL (see CES]) can be obtained straightforwardly. { According to CS2] we have:
Theorem 5.1 (Correctness, Completeness and E ciency) Let P be a program model and p be a state of P. Then we have: p` i p 2 ] ]. Moreover, the e ort to determine the set of all states satisfying is proportional to the size of P.
Partial evaluation of this model checker with respect to a high level speci cation consists of executing the rst two (program independent) steps. This can be automated, yielding a generator that produces hierarchical iterative data ow analysis algorithms from modal speci cations, whose worst case run time complexity is proportional to the size of P.
Instead of going into formal detail here, we will rather continue our real life example for illustration.
Continuation of the Example: Generating the DFA-Algorithm
The evaluation of the rst step transforms the specifying formula OCP = EAR^NEC via the diagram of Figure 6 in into the graph representations shown in Figure 7 , which represents a low level formula in positive normal form, i.e. a formula with distinct variable naming, where only atomic propositions are negated. This representation, which can be obtained by means of some -conversions and some applications of de Morgan-like laws is close to the standard equational speci cations used for data ow analyses. { Details of this transformation, can be found in CKS, CS1] .
The second step constructs a higher order function that associates every state of a program model with a predicate transformer, which realizes the evaluation of the formula above in the current approximation. In our example, the predicates are represented by means of bit-vectors of length three, whose components hold the current approximations of the values of the subformulas that are marked with an extra circle in Figure 7 . This choice re ects the fact that during the global iteration process, the only relevant information is given by the approximate values of the subformulas that appear as an operand of a modality. The values of all the other subformulas can be computed locally, because they do not depend on the environment of the state being investigated. Figure 8 shows how the approximate bit-vector values are updated in step 3(b). Each of the triples represent the current approximation of the set of formulas that are valid at a certain state: the triple in the center represents this information for the state p currently being investigated, while the triples in the rst and second line represent the information for all the predecessors and successors of p respectively. Now the new approximation for the rst bit of the bit-vector of p is computed with respect to the disjunction 19 of the approximate solutions for the rst bits of the successor states. After the evaluation of this disjunction, the formula for the rst bit can easily be evaluated, because all the remaining logical connectives refer to values which are known at p. Similarly, the value of the second component of the bit-vector being updated depends on the disjunction of the approximate values of the second components of the predecessors of p. In addition, it also depends on the current value of p's rst bit-vector component. As before, the updating can now be completed by locally evaluating the formula of the second bit. The third component is updated in the same fashion. The two (automatic) evaluation steps described above generate an iterative DFA-algorithm for the placement problem, which directly runs on the machine the model checker is implemented on.
It is worth noting that our approach separates the computation of forward and backward ow information, which simpli es previous algorithms, where backward and forward ow are interwoven (cf. Dha, MR]). Besides yielding clarity, this also improves the run time behaviour of the algorithm, because it guarantees the e ciency of the well-known bit vector techniques for reducible ow graphs.
Conclusion and Future Work
A framework has been developed, using a modal logic for the speci cation of DFA-algorithms. Main achievements of this development are the DFA-generator, which works by partial evaluation of a speci c model checker, the support of an incremental development of DFA-speci cations, and the possibility to prove properties of DFA-algorithms in a structured way on the logical level. All these features have been illustrated by means of the problem of optimally placing computations within a program. This example is particularly suitable for illustration, because it is complex enough to require a nontrivial speci cation and veri cation phase. Moreover, the automatically generated algorithm improved on previously know algorithm for this problem. Currently, we focus on imperative languages and plan, as a rst step, to implement a generator for intraprocedural DFA-algorithms as an extension of the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench CPS1, CPS2]. Subsequently, this generator will be extended to automatically generate interprocedural algorithms as well. This can be done along the lines indicated in SP].
Ultimately, it is planned to achieve language independency by using Mosses' action notation (cf. Mos, MW]) as a common intermediate language. The program models for our DFAgenerator will then be given by abstractly interpreted transitions systems, which arise from the corresponding structured operational semantics (cf. Plo] ). This will allow us to uniformly deal with imperative and functional languages and distributed systems. 
